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TIMBER CLADDING FEATURE 
 

Fresh Sawn Larch Cladding 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
As timber cladding gets specified more and more in architectural projects for sustainability reasons, 
Larch comes up more and more as the go to timber species for the job because it performs well, it’s 
inexpensive, it has short lead times and it’s long lasting. Ticks every box doesn’t it ?! 
 

Ok, here’s the who/what/where on Fresh Sawn Larch for timber cladding… firstly,‘fresh sawn’ just means freshly cut 
from the felled tree or log.  
 

Why choose Fresh Sawn?  
It’s a cost effective way of achieving beautiful, durable timber cladding as a finish. Initially high in moisture but dries out 
quite quickly. It seasons/ weathers /silvers down in situ and as such is very low maintenance. Surface finish is a soft 
textured, fine sawn. It’s cleaner and tidier than rough sawn but not the smooth planed surface of dry machined timber.  
 

Why choose Larch?  
For starters it’s got good provenance because we source sustainably. It’s naturally durable so is good for use externally 
and if it’s not being used as a fencepost (we know, we’ve said it before!) then doesn’t need treatment. It’s not as dense 
as Douglas Fir but is still heavier and stronger than WRC. It has high resin content so it’s not easy to treat and you can 
get surface sap via knots. Larch knots have potential to fall out as Larch bark can get covered by new growth (that dark 
line around a knot is the bark of the horizontal branch). When this dries out it can loosen, but it’s not a big issue for 
weathering or longevity. Knots in small dimension timber like cladding are kept minimal as part of quality control during 
sawing. But we need our knots for character don’t we? It is worth being aware of it’s propensity to split when nailing if 
the timber’s starting to dry out. Err on the side of caution and pre-drill would be our advice.  
 

Like other FS timber, lead times are short for Larch Cladding. it’s an easy and speedy fix and a long lasting finish that 
matures and toughens with age. It’s just superb stuff. And all this starts at a very economical £13.50 +VAT /m2 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 NB. All prices are on lengths up to 3.6 (longer lengths available) and exclude VAT & delivery  

FSC / GIB British Larch  FSC / GIB British Larch FSC / GIB British Larch 
Feather Edge  Waney Edge  Square Edge  

Th x W = £/m2 Th = £/m2 Th x W = £/lm 
 25/5 x 125 mm  = £14.98   20 mm = £13.50 30 x 40 = £0.98 
25/5 x 150 mm  = £14.38   25 mm = £17.00 20 x 125 = £2.03 
25/5 x 175 mm  = £13.98  - 20 x 150 = £2.44 
25/5 x 200 mm  = £13.69   - 25 x 200 = £4.07 

Waney Edge  
Overlapping cladding with one square 
edge, one waney (natural edge with bark) 

Feather Edge 
An overlapping cladding Sawn tapered 
thickness boards 

Square Edge  
Overlapping square cladding boards shown 
here in board on board pattern 


